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LA.CY
CLIENT:

LA.CY, S.R.L.
Apparel, Clothing, Accessories

WORK:

Brand Identity, Art Direction, Print Design, Product Visualization,
Website Design

LA.CY is a local clothing/apparel business founded by Larisa Angheloni in 2019. Their business model is focused on creating unique
one off designs based on client specific requirements, besides traditional clothing lines, exclusivity being their main drive. Larisa
approached me in early 2020 for creating a complete branding package for their business, from logo design to website design, and
as a first phase, also create a couple of t-shirt and handbag designs.
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LA.CY
CLIENT:

LA.CY, S.R.L.
Apparel, Clothing, Accessories

WORK:

Mobile Application Design, UX/UI
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Dj Flavi Predu
CLIENT:

Predusel Flavius
DJ / Composer

WORK:

Art Direction, Brand Identity, Print Design (Posters, Cover Art, Magazine),
Website Design, Social Media Design, Product Visualization

Born in 2000, in a small town from Romania, Flavi Predu has always had a passion for music, and later in his life he fell in love with
electronic music, when he first discovered Techno music. Flavi is an aspiring DJ / Composer who released his first album at the
age of 18.
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Dj Flavi Predu
CLIENT:

Predusel Flavius
DJ / Composer

WORK:

Mobile Application Design, UX/UI
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PanL
CLIENT:

Bridgetek, Ltd.
Semiconductor, Smart Living, IOT

WORK:

Brand Identity, Print Design, Product Visualization, UI Design,
3D, Animation, Packaging

Bridgetek, a subsidiary of FTDI (Future Technology Devices International), is a leading global semiconductor company providing high
performance microcontroller units, display IC products and developing innovative silicon solutions that enhance seamless interaction
with latest connectivity technologies. PanL is their entrance product on the smart living market, designed as an allencompassing platform to replace multiple standalone automation solutions.
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Sense Bliss
CLIENT:

Sense Bliss
Organic Food Producer

WORK:

Art Direction, Brand Identity, Product Visualization,
Packaging

When you know your farmers, when you get the chemicals out of the way, the result is a product that tingles, enriches your taste
buds, a product that you wish you knew about before. Sense Bliss products use only natural and organically grown ingredients that
are free of artificial colors, flavors, sweeteners, and additives. All production comes in small batches, this way maintaining a premium
quality across all products is possible.
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Ice Noir Cafe
CLIENT:

Ice Noir Cafe, S.R.L.
Coffee Shop / Bistro

WORK:

Brand Identity, Print Design, Product Visualization

A privately owned small coffee shop, Ice Noir Cafe is a is a caffeine Mecca in the city that stands out from the competition with a
combination of modern and old style original interior design, a coffee made with imported beans from selected regions of
Columbia, and our welcoming and friendly staff that will always give you the very best coffee and experience.
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Frontera
CLIENT:

Concha y Toro
Wine Producer / Vineyards

WORK:

Art Direction, Brand Identity, Product Visualization

Concha y Toro is the largest producer of wines from Latin America and is one of the global leaders in its field. Frontera wines are so
unique and flexible that it goes down well with both the wine enthusiast and the new comer. They are made in such a way that it
comes off plain and easy to love for all kinds of people.
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Fresco Foods
CLIENT:

Fresco Foods, S.R.L.
Fast Food Store

WORK:

Brand Identity, Art Direction, Print Design, Product Visualization, Packaging,
Interior Concept Design

Fresco Foods is a family owned store, that provides fresh fast food products, using homegrown ingredients, from ranchers that we
know and trust in order to get the cleanest and best tasting meat and vegetables, we bread simple, nutritious breads, made with
100% non-GMO ingredients.
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Nielsen's Billiards
CLIENT:

Nielsen's Billiards
Billiards Supply Store

WORK:

Brand Identity, Print Design, Product Visualization,

One of the first billiards supply store that provided online services, Nielsen's Billiards is a trusted and well established billiards
supplier, also recognized as one of the Top Rated sellers globally and in the US. Sellers with the best customer service and fast
shipping.
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IoT Portal
CLIENT:

Bridgetek, Ltd.
Semiconductor, Smart Living, IOT

WORK:

Brand Identity, Print Design, Product Visualization, UI Design,
3D, Animation, Packaging

Bridgetek, a subsidiary of FTDI (Future Technology Devices International), is a leading global semiconductor company providing high
performance microcontroller units, display IC products and developing innovative silicon solutions that enhance seamless interaction
with latest connectivity technologies.
IoTPortal represents the company solution for IoT, with intuitive IoT connectivity that works out of the box

Various Logo Design

